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Standards.

Constitutional Connection

This lesson relates to two clauses in the First
Amendment in the Bill of Rights, which ensure
Americans the right to assemble peaceably and to
petition the government for the redress of grievances. In
very broad terms this lesson also relates to the Preamble
of the Constitution, which lists to "establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquility, . . . promote the general
Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity" among the purposes of the union.

This lesson correlates to the National History

Era 9 -Postwar United States (1945-early 1970s)

Standard 4A -Demonstrate understanding of the Second Reconstruction and its
advancement of civil rights.

This lesson correlates to the National Standards for Civics and
Government.

Standard III.D.2. -Evaluate, take, and defend positions on current issues regarding the
judicial protection of individual rights.

Standard V.E.1. -Evaluate, take, and defend positions on the relationship between
politics and the attainment of individual and public goals.



Cross-curricular Connections

Share these activities with your colleagues who teach language arts and American
studies.

List of Documents

1. [Defendants'] exhibit 1 in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr., let al.] , 1968.
This exhibit is a flyer distributed to sanitation workers in Memphis, Tennessee, asking
them to "March for Justice and Jobs." Included are directions for the route to be followed
and instructions to the marchers to use "soul-force which is peaceful, loving, courageous,
yet militant."

2. [Defendants'] exhibit 2 in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr., let , 1968.
This exhibit is a flyer distributed in Memphis, Tennessee, requesting volunteer assistance
and offering instructions to sanitation workers and their sympathizers for the duration of
a strike.

3. Answer to Plaintiff in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr., let , filed in the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee, Western Division, April 4,
1968. This document gives the response of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Reverend Hosea
Williams, Reverend James Bevel, Reverend James Orange, Ralph D. Abernathy, and
Bernard Lee to allegations by the city of Memphis, Tennessee, that they had been
engaged in a conspiracy to incite riots or breaches of the peace. They also denied that
they had refused to furnish information concerning marches and explained the steps they
had taken to ensure the march would be nonviolent and under control. Dr. King further
stated that he had received threats against his personal safety, (page 1) (page 2) (page 3)

Historical Background

The name of Martin Luther King, Jr., is intertwined with the history of the civil rights
movement of the 1950s and 1960s in the United States. The Montgomery bus boycott, the
freedom rides, the Birmingham campaign, the March on Washington, the Selma march,
the Chicago campaign, and the Memphis boycott are some of the more noteworthy
battlefields where King and his followers--numerous in numbers, humble and great in
name-- fought for the equal rights and equal justice that the United States Constitution
ensures for all its citizens. King, building on the tradition of civil disobedience and
passive resistance earlier expressed by Thoreau, Tolstoy, and Gandhi, waged a war of
nonviolent direct action against opposing forces of racism and prejudice that were
embodied in the persons of local police, mayors, governors, angry citizens, and night
riders of the Ku Klux Klan. The great legal milestones achieved by this movement were
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

In the later 1960s, the targets of King's activism were less often the legal and political
obstacles to the exercise of civil rights by blacks, and more often the underlying poverty,
unemployment, lack of education, and blocked avenues of economic opportunity



confronting black Americans. Despite increasing militancy in the movement for black
power, King steadfastly adhered to the principles of nonviolence that had been the
foundation of his career. Those principles were put to a severe test in his support of a
strike by sanitation workers in Memphis, Tennessee. This was King's final campaign
before his death.

During a heavy rainstorm in Memphis on February 1, 1968, two black sanitation workers
had been crushed to death when the compactor mechanism of the trash truck was
accidently triggered. On the same day in a separate incident also related to the inclement
weather, 22 black sewer workers had been sent home without pay while their white
supervisors were retained for the day with pay. About two weeks later, on February 12,
more than 1,100 of a possible 1,300 black sanitation workers began a strike for job safety,
better wages and benefits, and union recognition. Mayor Henry Loeb, unsympathetic to
most of the workers' demands, was especially opposed to the union. Black and white
civic groups in Memphis tried to resolve the conflict, but the mayor held fast to his
position.

As the strike lengthened, support for the strikers within the black community of Memphis
grew. Organizations such as COME (Community on the Move for Equality) established
food and clothing banks in churches, took up collections for strikers to meet rent and
mortgages, and recruited marchers for frequent demonstrations. King's participation in
forming a city-wide boycott to support the striking workers was invited by the Reverend
James Lawson, pastor of the Centenary Methodist Church in Memphis and an adviser to
the strikers. Lawson was a seasoned veteran of the civil rights movement and an
experienced trainer of activists in the philosophy and methods of nonviolent resistance.

At that time King was involved in planning with other civil rights workers the Poor
People's Campaign for economic opportunity and equality. He was also zigzagging by
airplane through the eastern United States meeting speaking engagements and attending
important social events as head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC).

Nevertheless, King agreed to lend his support to the sanitation workers, spoke at a rally in
Memphis March 18, and promised to lead the large march and work stoppage planned for
later in the month.

Unfortunately the demonstration on March 28 turned sour when a group of rowdy
students at the tail end of the long parade of demonstrators used the signs they carried to
break windows of businesses. Looting ensued. The march was halted, the demonstrators
dispersed, and King was safely escorted from the scene. About 60 people had been
injured, and one young man, a looter, was killed. This episode prompted the city of
Memphis to bring a formal complaint in the District Court against King, Hosea Williams,
James Bevel, James Orange, Ralph Abernathy, and Bernard Lee, King's associates in the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC).



The outbreak of violence deeply distressed King. In the next few days he and fellow
SCLC leaders negotiated with the disagreeing factions in Memphis. When assured of
their unity and commitment to nonviolence, King came back for another march, at first
scheduled for April 5. In the meantime, U.S. District Court Judge Bailey Brown granted
the city of Memphis a temporary restraining order against King and his associates. But
the SCLC's planning and training for a peaceful demonstration had intensified. Lawson
and Andrew Young, representing the SCLC, met with the judge April 4 and worked out a
broad agreement for the march to proceed April 8. The details of the agreement would be
put into place the next day, April 5.

This was the message that Young conveyed to King as they were getting ready to go out
to dinner. Moments later, on that evening of April 4, 1968, as King stepped out of his
motel room to join his colleagues for dinner, he was assassinated.

Resources
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Videos and Software

Eyes on the Prize: A History of the Civil Rights Movement (12 one-hour videotapes).
ABC Laserdisc.

Encarta Africana . Microsoft CD-ROM.

Web Sites

The Web site of the Martin Luther King, Jr., Papers Project at Stanford University
(http://www.stanford.edu/group/King/) includes links to biography, articles, chronology,
and reference sources about King. This site also has links to key King documents.

Celebrating Black History Month on the Web has a site, organized by the University of
Colorado, with a broad range of information at http://www-libraries.colorado.edulps/
gov/us/blackhistory.htm.

Civil Rights Museum has an Interactive Tour link at
http://www.midsouth.mcom/civilrights/ that gives a survey of civil rights for African
Americans from the colonial period to the present.

Teaching Activities

Document Analysis

1. Direct students to read about the civil rights movement in their textbooks, and share
with them information about the Memphis sanitation workers' strike from the Historical
Background section of this lesson. Make photocopies of Documents 1 and 2, and
distribute them to students. Using questions from the Written Document Analysis
Worksheet , lead the class in examining the flyers. Make sure that students understand the
vocabulary used in the documents; the distinction between a strike (an action by workers)
and a boycott (an action by consumers) is important.

Class Discussion

2. The organizers of COME (Community on the Move for Equality) suggest several
actions as components of a boycott. Direct students to compile a complete list from
Documents 1 and 2. Ask students how the religious beliefs of Memphis residents might
affect their support of the boycott. Ask which of the suggested actions students think
would be most effective. Direct them to list three choices in order of effectiveness and to
give reasons for their choices.

Brainstorming

3. The city of Memphis went to court for an injunction to prevent the march planned for
April 5. Lead students in brainstorming a defense. What arguments might the organizers



and leaders submit in defense of their actions? Suggest that students examine Documents
1 and 2 for advice the COME organizers might give to ensure the boycott and march are
conducted in a nonviolent manner. Ask what principles of nonviolent direct action had
been operative in the boycott and march.

Document Analysis

4. Distribute copies of Document 3 to students. Using questions from the Written
Document Analysis Worksheet, lead the class in examining the defendants' affidavit.
Discuss the main points the defendants make in answer to the charges brought against
them. Do these defense arguments differ from the arguments students predicted in
Activity 3?

Constitutional Connection

5. Direct students to examine Document 3 and to determine if there is evidence that the
constitutional rights of the defendants were in jeopardy. Ask each student to present an
opinion in a paragraph or a short essay.

Creative Expression

6. Lead a whole-class discussion of how nonviolent direct action can be a powerful tool
for bringing about social, economic, or political change. Direct each student to identify a
cause or issue in today's society that would be advanced by the methods of nonviolent
direct action and to write a song or poem expressing hope and support for that cause. Ask
volunteers to share their creations. Some students might prefer to work in pairs. As an
alternative, direct students to design an aesthetically pleasing flyer or poster for a
nonviolent event supporting a cause. Display the artwork in the classroom.

Dramatic Reading

7. Direct two students to locate a copy of the last speech of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
which he delivered at the Bishop Charles J. Mason Temple in Memphis on the night of
April 3, 1968. Ask them to prepare a dramatic reading of selections from the speech and
to present it in front of the class. The speech is available as "I See the Promised Land,"
chapter 45 of the Essential Writings and Speeches of Martin Luther King, Jr. ; as
"Unfulfilled Dreams," chapter 32 of King's Autobiography ; and as "I See the Promised
Land" on-line at http://www.stanford.edu/group/King/Docs/promland.html.

Imaginary Dialogues

8. Assign three pairs of students to research the philosophies of civil disobedience,
nonviolence, and passive resistance developed by Henry David Thoreau, Leo Tolstoy,
and Mohandas Gandhi. Ask them to present their findings to the class by composing and
performing imaginary dialogues between Martin Luther King, Jr., and each of these
thinkers.



Extension Research

9. Identify high points in the civil rights movement closely associated with Martin Luther
King, Jr. Examples include the Montgomery bus boycott, the Birmingham campaign, the
freedom rides, the March on Washington, the Selma march, and the Chicago campaign.
(Additional events might also be selected.) Divide the class into small groups of five (or
more) students and assign one student in each group one of the selected high points.

Direct students to use library and Internet resources to research the event. Researchers
should focus particularly on the similarities and differences between the circumstances
and King's role in the assigned event and in the Memphis sanitation workers' strike.
Allow students to present their findings orally to their small groups.

10. Instruct students to use library and Internet resources to research the Poor People's
Campaign before and after King's death. Direct students to present their findings
informally in a whole-class discussion. Ask students to evaluate the short-term and long-
term effects of King's assassination.

The documents included in this project are from the Record Group 21, Records of the
United States District Court, Western District of Tennessee, Western (Memphis)
Division. They are available online through the National Archives Information Locator
(NAIL) [http://www.nara.gov/nara/nail.html] database, control numbers NRCA-21-
TWMCVCA2-C68(80)-EXHBT1, NRCA-21-TWMCVCA2-C68(80)-EXHBT2, and
NRCA-21-TWMCVCA2-C68(80)-ANSWPL. NAIL is a searchable database that
contains information about a wide variety of NARA holdings across the country. You can
use NAIL to search record descriptions by keywords or topics and retrieve digital copies
of selected textual documents, photographs, maps, and sound recordings related to
thousands of topics.

The portrait of Dr. King shown above is by Artist Betsy G. Reyneau, and is from Record
Group 200, Donated Collections.

This article was written by Douglas Perry, a teacher at Gig Harbor High School in Gig
Harbor, WA.
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Written Document Analysis Worksheet

1. TYPE OF DOCUMENT (Check one):
Newspaper Map Advertisement
Letter Telegram Congressional record
Patent Press release Census report
Memorandum Report Other

2. UNIQUE PHYSICAL QUALITIES OF THE DOCUMENT (Check one or more):
Interesting letterhead Notations
Handwritten "RECEIVED" stamp
Typed Other
Seals

3. DATE(S) OF DOCUMENT:

4. AUTHOR (OR CREATOR) OF THE DOCUMENT:

POSITION (TITLE):

5. FOR WHAT AUDIENCE WAS THE DOCUMENT WRITTEN?

6. DOCUMENT INFORMATION (There are many possible ways to answer A-E.)

A. List three things the author said that you think are important:

1.

2.
3.

B. Why do you think this document was written?

C. What evidence in the document helps you know why it was written? Quote from the
document.



D. List two things the document tells you about life in the United States at the time it was
written:

E. Write a question to the author that is left unanswered by the document:

Designed and developed by the
Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC 20408.
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Document 1: [Defendants] exhibit 1 in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr., let al.] ,
1968. This exhibit is a flyer distributed to sanitation workers in Memphis, Tennessee,
asking them to "March for Justice and Jobs." Included are directions for the route to be
followed and instructions to the marchers to use "soul-force which is peaceful, loving,
courageous, yet militant."
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Document 2: [Defendants1 exhibit 2 in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
let aLl, 1968. This exhibit is a flyer distributed in Memphis, Tennessee, requesting
volunteer assistance and offering instructions to sanitation workers and their
sympathizers for the duration of a strike.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE

WESTERN DIVISION

CITY OF MEMPHIS,
A Municipal Corporation

Complainant

VS

MARTIN LUTNERKING,
HOSEAMILLIAMS., REVEREND
JAMES BEVEL, REVEREND JAMES
ORANGE, RA/PH D. ABERNATHY and
BERNARD LEE, ail non,residents
of the State of Tennessee,

Befendanta

NO, 04840
/

ANSWER

The defendants .deny eaCh and eVery allegation of

the complainant except as follows:

The defendant Martin Luther King, Jr. and members

of his staff'were invited by local ministers to participate in

a march held on March 28, 1967. Said march was held under

the supervision of local ministers and the responsibility for

planning and supervision, to maintain order did not rest with

these defendants.

The defendant King at the urgent request of local

- -
Document 3: Answer to Plaintiff in City of Memphis v. Martin Luther King, Jr., [et al.] ,
filed in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee, Western Division,
April 4, 1968. This document gives the response of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Reverend
Hosea Williams, Reverend James Bevel, Reverend James Orange, Ralph D. Abernathy,
and Bernard Lee to allegations by the city of Memphis, Tennessee, that they had been
engaged in a conspiracy to incite riots or breaches of the peace. They also denied that
they had refused to furnish information concerning marches and explained the steps they
had taken to ensure the march would be nonviolent and under control. Dr. King further
stated that he had received threats against his personal safety, page 1, 2, and 3



march leaders did leave the scene Of' disorder. At the same

time, local leaders made immediate and succeSSUI effOrts to

turn the marCh back.

The defendants have organized andconduCted in

viany communitiesutilizing the principals of neriviOleace

rmmerousmarches4 none of which have 'resulted in diViLdis,

tunbancei. The, defendante are net preSently'andihaw never

been engaged in any conspiracies as alleged in the complaint.

Defendants have in no Way in their private Dr public statements

PpeeSort44, fermented, encouraged and incited riots, mobs ot

breaches of the peaceas alleged in the complaint,

DefendanPe ftwthar state that they, bave never

refused tO furniShinformation concetning_marchewor Plans

as such information' became available; that in fact said in-,

formation ba fUrnished on a continuing basis to local

law enforcement officere;., that there is mo statute or ordinance

requiring the issuance of a parade or mardh permit by police

authorities, lioweVer, to the extent that there is any custom

or practice of submitting plans for parades or marches to

police Officials for discussion and review, the defendants haVe

and Agin continue to do so as soon as practical after said plans

have been made:.

The defendants utilizing their experience have under-

taken the following general steps to insure that the marCh will

be non-Violent and under control at all times. Limitations. KAI

be placed on the muniber of marchers in eachline; parade marshals

'will be: 'carefully selected and,given training imtheir dutiesi

liaison will te maintained with,local lawLenfortement officer&



1

anct the necessary protedtion and assiatance Will be tequasted;

all Itoupg in the community have been contacted to insure the

parties in the march will particigate on a.non7.violent

a route has been tentatively selected, together with tentative

starting and ,ending timet fOr the march-and other necessary

urganizatiOnal steps bave been. and are continuing 'to be taken

to, insure a peaceful match. Steps bave further teen taken to

prohibit the use of signs affixed to stiCks or any,other object

which might be utilized in an improper manner.

Defendant, Martin 'Luther King, Jr., flirther states

that he has on numerous other occasions, received threats Ur:

been informed uf threats received ty others concerning his

personal safety; that while aIl due precautions bave been

taken, there bave !mem no difficulties encountered as a result

of such threats.

M.Ofendants xespectfully, request that the application

for an injunction should be denied or in the alternative that

the Court permit the march to be heid udder such reasonable re-

strictions as.May, be necessary living due regard. tdr the defendanta

and their First Amendment rights.
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